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Maharishi Patañjali, in his classic and authoritative
treatise on yoga, the Yogasūtra, explained that
all problems start in the mind due to klesha or
inborn mental afflictions, which later manifest in
the body. This means that if we know how to mind
our minds well, we may be able to change our
lives for the better. Yoga is a practice rooted in the
ancient Indian ethos, which was comprehensively
structured by Maharishi Patañjali in the form of the
eight yogic limbs or Ashtānga Yoga. Yogic practices
can serve as one of the most powerful ways to
preserve, promote and manage our mental as well
as physical health, enabling us to live a happy and
enriched life.
Swāmi Kuvalayānanda-ji, the founder of
Kaivalyadhāma and the pioneer of yoga research
who published research studies in yoga as long
back as 1924, believed that yoga practices were
ideally suited to bring about a “reconditioning of
the psycho-physiological mechanism.” In fact,
he was of the opinion that, “It should be our duty
to verify its (that of yoga practices) results and to
explore the exact psycho-physiological mechanism
of the channels through which these results are
obtained.”

Maharishi Patañjali

In modern scientific terms, yoga has come to be
recognised as a multi-dimensional mind-body
intervention, which combines moderate physical
activity through postures, breath-regulation
techniques, deep relaxation, and meditation.
Engaging in these yogic practices comprehensively
influences the mind-body complex through various
integrative and neuroplastic mechanisms resulting
in stress-reduction, improved mood, well-being
and quality of life, and greater mindfulness and
awareness. Research has made available reasonably
robust scientific evidence on the beneficial effects of
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yoga in promoting general mental health, reducing
anxiety and depression, managing stress-related
psychological malfunction, managing burnout
in healthcare workers, improving quality of life
and psychosocial outcomes in breast cancer
survivors, besides many more. The evidence of
the positive effects of yoga in facets of normal
psychological functioning viz., executive function,
memory, concentration, sleep, relaxation, stress
tolerance and resilience, coping capacity, mood
and emotion regulation, mindfulness, mindbody awareness, well-being, etc., as well as in
managing impairments in human functioning due
to psychological disorders/problems viz., anxiety,
depression, schizophrenia, post-traumatic
stress-disorder, substance use disorder, cognitive
decline, autism spectrum disorder, attention
deficit hyperactive disorder, etc. has started
accumulating slowly but steadily.
Stress has been identified as the common risk
factor of 75 – 90% of chronic lifestyle diseases,
ranging from psychological disorders of
depression and anxiety to more pathophysiological
conditions such as cardiovascular diseases,
diabetes, and cancer. In order to counter chronic
stress, it becomes critical to pay attention to
mental health and related interventions in order
to successfully promote resilience and coping
capacities. The current COVID-19 pandemic has
acted as a catalyst in bringing the focus on mental
health and the necessity of mental healthcare for
individuals and groups. The psychosocial impact
of quarantine measures due to the pandemic were
consistently associated with depressive symptoms,
anxiety, anger, stress, post-traumatic stress,
social isolation, loneliness and stigmatization.
There can be little doubt that being equipped with
the tools to cope better psychologically would

help address mental health problems effectively
both in times of normalcy and crises, such as the
current pandemic. Yoga offers such mental health
strategies, and the efficacy of yoga in psychological
health is well documented. Moreover, yogic
techniques have been used as a potent relief
measure to deal with the crippling psychological
aftermath of mass disasters like tsunami and
earthquakes. Therefore, yoga is well poised to
provide psychological relief in pandemic times as
well, with increased immunity as a bonus. In fact,
amidst the lockdown and times of work-fromhome and self-quarantine, the public’s rising
focus on overall health and wellness, including
mental health, has seen a surge of yoga practices
being offered on online platforms through group
and private classes.
The current pandemic could be seen as an
opportunity to build a sustainable mental health
ecosystem for individuals, groups, and for the
general public at large. Yoga practices are perfectly
suited for offering effective, non-pharmacological,
sustainable, economical yet holistic ways to build
life skills, enhance coping capacity, provide
psychological and emotional resilience, and
improve mental and overall health.
Keeping this background in view, the intent of the
current international conference is to provide a
forum for deliberating on the scope, evidence and
futuristic evolution of yoga in securing the mental
health of people in our human society. Through
this conference, we hope to contribute towards
achieving a mutually beneficial camaraderie
between the two apparently divergent disciplines
of yoga and mental health (Psychology/Psychiatry)
in order to achieve a healthy, happy and fulfilling
life for humankind.
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Swāmi Kuvalayānanda (1883-1966), the founder,
had a firm conviction that Yoga is an indispensable
tool for evolving human consciousness and for
social welfare. Swāmi ji held dear to his heart the
idea of reaching yoga to Men on the Street. To him
Authentic Yoga, as enjoined in ancient literature
and validated by scientific research, is truly the
solution to all our existential maladies. We hope
this conference would satisfactorily move towards
realizing the dream of the great visionary personage
of our times.
With our homage to Swāmiji, let us all join in prayer:

Swāmi Kuvalayānanda

“May the Lord, that has created
us in His infinite wisdom, endow
us with the wisdom, strength and
dedicated endeavors to make
this event a grand success in the
service of the entire humanity.”
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The conference is scheduled to be held in a hybrid mode from 28-30 December, 2021, via
the Zoom videoconferencing platform as well as on-site at the Kaivalyadhama campus,
Lonavala. All the dates and times given in the schedule are in Indian Standard Time.
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DECEMBER

8 - 9 AM
9 AM
9 - 10 AM
1 0 - 1 1 .30 AM
1 1 .3 0 - 1 1 .45 AM
1 1 .4 5 A M - 1 2 .30 PM

Mahari s hi Pat añj al i Po o j a

(Patanjali Circle)

O n-s i t e Regi s t rat i o n s t ar t s
Bre ak f as t

(Annapurna Dining)

Inaugurat i o n Cerem o ny
Tea Break

(Vashishtha Multipurpose Hall)

(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

(Patanjali Circle)

Key N o t e Addres s

(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

Yoga and Mental Health: Scope, Evidence
and Evolution
Dr B.N. Gangadhar
1 2 .4 5 - 1 . 4 5 PM
2 - 3 PM

Lunch Break

(Annapurna Dining)

Pl e nar y Ses s i o n # 1

(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

The Scope of Yoga vis-a-vis Mental
Health: Challenges, Prospects, and
Realistic Roadmaps
Dr Bessel van der Kolk
3 - 3 . 3 0 PM

Tea Break

(Patanjali Circle)
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3 .3 0 - 5 PM

Panel Di s cus s i o n # 1 - 4 Speakers + Q &A
(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

Mainstream Psychotherapy and Yogic
Mind-Body Therapy: Opportunities for an
Integration

DECEMBER

Dr Laura Tolbaños Roche
Dr Kashinath Metri
Ms Prathiba Subramaniam
Ms Saraswathi Vasudevan
Moderator – Dr Praseeda Menon
5 .1 5 - 6 .3 0 PM

Pract i cal Wo rk s ho p # 1

(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

Kriyā Yoga Meditation for Mental Health
Prof. R.S. Bhogal
O nl i ne Di s co urs e # 1

(Saraswati Hall)

Look Within
Swami Anubhavananda-ji
7 - 8 PM
8 .3 0 - 9 .3 0 PM
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7 - 8 . 1 5 AM

Cul t ural Pro gram # 1
Di nner

(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

(Annapurna Dining)

Pract i cal Wo rk s ho p # 2

(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

Yoga Practices for Maintaining and
Promoting General Mental Health

DECEMBER

Dr Ganesh Rao
O nl i ne Di s co urs e # 2

(Saraswati Hall)

Discover Yourself
Swami Anubhavananda-ji
8 .3 0 - 9 .3 0 AM
9 .4 5 - 1 0 . 4 5 AM

Bre ak f as t

(Annapurna Dining)

Pl e nar y Ses s i o n # 2

(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

Evidence-Based Application of Yoga in
Mental Health: Challenges, Prospects, and
Realistic Roadmaps
Dr Sat Bir Singh Khalsa
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1 0 .4 5 - 11 AM
1 1 A M - 1 2 .30 PM

Tea Break

(Patanjali Circle)

Panel Di s cus s i o n # 2 - 4 Speakers + Q &A
(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

DECEMBER

The Ancient Yogasutra and the Modern
Psychological Science: Possibilities of a
Synthesis
Dr Latha Satish
Dr Richa Chopra
Prof. R.S. Bhogal
Dr Matthijs Cornelissen
Moderator – Dr Ganesh Rao
1 2 .4 5 - 1 . 4 5 PM
2 - 3 PM

Lunch Break

(Annapurna Dining)

Pl e nar y Ses s i o n # 3

(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

The Futuristic Evolution of Yoga in
Promoting and Managing Mental Health:
Challenges, Prospects, and Realistic
Roadmaps
Dr Shivarama Varambally
3 - 3 . 3 0 PM
3 .3 0 - 5 .1 5 PM

Tea Break

(Patanjali Circle)

Sci ent i f i c Ses s i o n - 4 Speakers + Q &A
(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

Research and Application of Yoga in
various Mental Health Related Problems
Dr Chris Streeter
Dr Helen Lavretsky
Dr Rima Dada
Speaker #4
Session Chair - Dr Sat Bir Singh Khalsa
5 .3 0 - 6 .3 0 PM

Pract i cal Wo rk s ho p # 3

(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

Yogic Kriyā of Trātak for Mental Health
Mrs Sandhya Dixit
O nl i ne Di s co urs e # 3

(Saraswati Hall)

Transcend Worries
Swami Anubhavananda-ji
7 - 8 PM
8 .3 0 - 9 .3 0 PM

Cul t ural Pro gram m e # 2
Di nner

(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

(Annapurna Dining)
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7 - 8 . 1 5 AM

Pract i cal Wo rk s ho p # 4

(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

Yoga Practices and Mental Health in
Chronic Diseases
Dr S.D. Bhalekar

DECEMBER

O nl i ne Di s co urs e # 3

(Saraswati Hall)

Transcend Worries
Swami Anubhavananda-ji
8 .3 0 - 9 .3 0 AM
9 .4 5 - 1 1 . 1 5 AM

Bre ak f as t

(Annapurna Dining)

Panel Di s cus s i o n # 3 - 4 Speakers + Q &A
(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

Yoga and Mental Health: Has the Covid-19
Pandemic Presented an Opportunity for a
Promising Intersection?
Prof. Danilo Forghieri Santaella
Dr Meena Ramanathan
Dr Hemant Bhargav
Dr Ananda B. Bhavanani
Moderator – Dr Meeta Sharma
1 1 .1 5 - 1 1 .3 0 AM
1 1 .3 0 A M - 1 2 .3 0 PM

Tea break

(Patanjali Circle)

O ral Paper Pres ent at i o n # 1 - 10-m i nut e
Pres ent at i o ns + Q &A (Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

Yoga and Mental Health: Scope, Evidence
and Evolution - Scientific Papers
Chair – Dr Richa Chopra
Chair – Dr Praseeda Menon
1 2 .4 5 - 1 . 45 PM
2 - 3 PM

Lunch Break
O ral Paper Pres ent at i o n # 2 - 10-m i nut e
Pres ent at i o ns + Q &A (Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)

Yoga and Mental Health: Scope, Evidence
and Evolution - Philosophical Papers
Chair – Prof. Ravindranath Bodhe
Chair – Dr Rajeshwar Mukhopadhyay
3 - 3 . 30 PM

Tea break

3 .3 0 - 5 PM

Val edi cto r y & Bes t Paper Award Cerem o ny

(Patanjali Circle)

(Kudilal Hall - Ground & First floors)
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ONLINE ATTENDANCE

INR 1,000 per person / USD 15
for all conference days
*ON-SITE ATTENDANCE

INR 5,000 per person
(inclusive of meals and dormitory accommodation for all conference days)
*People who are desirous of separate accommodation can opt for booking accommodation at Kaivalyadhama
Healthcare Centre (as per preference) for all 7 days or book at a nearby hotel online.

As a part of precautionary steps taken due to COVID-19, the registration for the
conference and the payment of fees will be only in online mode.
CLICK THIS LINK TO REGISTER AND PAY FOR THE CONFERENCE:

https://kdham.com/international-conference-2021/
As per the existing COVID-19 guidelines, it is mandatory for participants who plan to
attend the conference onsite at the Kaivalyadhama campus in Lonavala to upload their
certificate of double vaccination at the time of registration as well as produce an RT-PCR
negative report conducted within 72 hours at the time of arrival on the campus.
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We are now inviting abstract submissions for oral paper presentations in two tracks:
1. Scientific Papers, and
2. Philosophical Papers
Please submit abstracts of your original unpublished research on the broad topic of
Yoga and Mental Health: Scope, Evidence and Evolution having a maximum of 300 words
by 10th November to:
kdhamconference@gmail.com

GUIDELINES FOR ABSTRACT SUBMISSION

1.

Abstracts should represent original research work.

2.

Abstracts representing scientific and philosophico-literary studies will be accepted.

3.

Indicate very clearly in the subject of the email: Abstract submission – Scientific
paper OR Abstract submission – Philosophical paper.

4.

The abstract should be written in English.

5.

Please download the abstract template and follow the format very carefully.

6.

Abstracts that do not conform to the guidelines as well as the abstract template will
either be rejected or asked to revise, if feasible.

7.

Abstracts received after the given deadline, due to any reason, will not be accepted.

8.

Abstracts which do not fall within the scope of the broad topic of the conference will
not be accepted.

9.

Abstracts should be submitted in the format of MS Word (.doc or .docx) document.

10. Although a list of indicative sub-topics is given below, the sub-topics for the
abstracts are not limited to the list.
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INDICATIVE SUB-TOPICS

1.

Yoga vis-à-vis other mindfulness and contemplative practices and traditions

2.

Yoga for intrapersonal and interpersonal conflict resolution

3.

Yoga and personality change and development

4.

The impact of various yogic traditions and lineages in promoting mental health

5.

Neuroscientific bases and perspectives of yogic practices

6.

Mind in Yoga and Psychology

7.

Integration of yoga therapy and psychotherapy

8.

Yoga as a tool for developing emotional, mental, and social skills in school children

9.

Yoga for the management of adolescent and adult mental health

10. Yoga and mind-body wellness in the geriatric population
11. Yoga for the mental health of differently-abled people and those with special needs
12. Yoga for stress management and workplace wellbeing
13. Yoga and the psychological impact of non-communicable diseases
14. Yoga in the management of psychological disorders
15. Yoga in the behaviour modification of prisoners and juvenile delinquents
16. Yoga and mental health in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic
17. Online yoga and mental health
18. The psychology of yogic practice for sustainable global development
19. Textual (ancient manuscripts) evidence of yogic practices and approaches for mental
health
20. Synthesizing knowledge of human psychology in Yoga, Samkhya and Western
Psychology
21. Interface of Yoga and Psychology for Consciousness Studies
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ABOUT THE REVIEW PROCESS

1.

Abstracts will undergo peer review by the Conference Academic Committee within
three to four weeks after their receipt.

2.

The results of the abstract review will be sent to the authors within three to four
weeks of submission.

3.

The decision on the abstracts will be based on a merit list and will be final. No
correspondence will be entertained in this regard.

4.

The first five authors in the merit list of each of the Scientific and Philosophical
tracks will be invited to make oral presentations.

5.

Acceptance or rejection of the abstracts will be shared with the authors along with
the points-based review and merit list.

6.

If your abstract is accepted, you will be invited to register for the conference.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR CO-AUTHORS

1.

Please note a single registration permits only one person to attend the conference.

2.

If the co-authors would like to attend the conference, their registration and payment
are required to be made independently.

3.

The certificate will be issued for the co-authors upon their registration/payment for
the conference.

